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Abst ract - -Some improvements of a Ky Fan theorem are presented for matrix eigenvalue inclusion 
problems. Subsequently, we investigate he relationships between ]Co (A), the union of Ky Fan theorem 
sets, ~¢(A), the union of the Theorem 2.1 sets, and ]El(A), the union of the Theorem 2.2 sets, for 
eigenvalue inclusions of an n x n complex matrix A. If or(A) denotes the spectrum of A, we show that 
a (A) C 8 (A) C_ ]El (A) C_ ]E0 (A) 
is valid for any weakly irreducible n x n complex matrix A with n ~ 2. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is of interest o investigate eigenvalue inclusion regions. There have been a lot of research on 
this problem in literature, e.g., [1-6], etc. In 1958, Ky Fan obtained the famous Ky Fan theorem 
by making use of the nonnegative matrices theory in [7]. Recently, Li LuoLuo [8] presented 
an improvement on the Ky Fan theorem, in terms of Perron roots and Perron vectors of two 
positive (or irreducible nonnegative) matrices that dominate principal submatrices A[1, 2, . . . ,  k] 
and A[k + 1, k + 2, . . . ,  n], respectively. Subsequently, Li and Guan [9] extend the above Li result 
to any m (m > 2) principal submatrices cases. However, all these improvements e sentially make 
less progress for Ky Fan theorem itself. In accordance with the nonnegative matrices theory, 
and by making use of one new equality, which holds for any eigenvalue A of A, in this paper we 
present a class of new eigenvalue inclusion regions, which is a meaningful modification of Ky Fan 
theorem. 
Let (n) be the set of {1,2,. . . ,n} and for any n >_ 2, let A be any n × n complex matrix 
(written A = (aij) E Mn), and let Rn,C n be real, complex vector space of complex n-vectors, 
respectively. 
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Let A - (a,,i), B = (bis) E M, .  We write 
B > 0, if all b~,j > 0; A_  B, if A -B  > 0; 
B > 0, if all b~, i > 0; A > B, if A -  B > 0. 
Define I A] ~_ (]a~,3-1). If A > 0, we say A is a nonnegative matrix, and if A > 0, we say A is a 
positive matrix. 
DEFINITION 1.1. (See [10].) F(A) is the directed graph on n distinct vertices {vi}n=l for the 
matrix A, consisting of a (directed) arc v-~, from vertex vi to vertex vj, only if i ~ j and 
if aij ~ O. A circuit of F(A) is a path corresponding to the sequence i l , i2, . . . , ip,  ip+l = il 
(where p > 2), where ~1, z2, . - , ip  axe all distinct, and where i lvi2,... ,  ~ are arcs ofF(A) .  
C(A) denotes the set oral1 circuits 7 in F(A). Then, a matrix is said to be weakly irreducible if 
each vertex vi ofF(A)  belongs to some ~/ in F(A). Obviously, A irreducible implies A is weakly 
irreducible. 
LEMMA 1. (See [11].) Let B E Mn be any positive (or irreducible nonnegative) matrix. Denote 
by p(B) the spectral radius of B. Then, 
(a) p(B) > o, 
(b) p(B) is an MgebraicM1y simple eigenvalue of B; 
(c) there is a positive vector u, such that Bu = p(B)u. 
The eigenvalue p(B) is called the Perron root and the eigenvalue vector u is called Perron vector 
if its components um to 1. Roughly, v = cu is also called a Perron vector if e > 0. Without loss 
of generality, we assume that every Perron vector is scaled so that its minimum component is 1. 
The Perron theorem has many applications. One elegant and useful application is to obtain 
an eigenvalue inclusion region for a matrix A in term of the spectral radius and main diagonal 
entries of a dominating nonnegative matrix. That  is a result due to Ky Fan, see Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.1. (See [7,11].) Let A = (ai,j) E M~ and suppose that B = (b~,j) E Mn has 
nonnegative entries and B >_ [A I. Let ~(A) denote its spectrum (i.e., ~(A) :-- {A E C : det[A - 
= 0}). I f  
/C (~) (A) := {z E C: Iz - a~,il <_ P (B) - bi,,}, i E (n), 
denotes the i th Ky Fan disk for A, then, the union of these n Ky Fan disks contains all eigenvalues 
of A: n 
a (A) C_/C (A) := U/C(~) (A). (1) 
i~ l  
In this paper, we shall present some improvements on Ky Fan theorem. Section 2 is devoted 
to an arbitrary matrix with complex entries. We obtain some theorems, which are better than 
Ky Fan theorem. In Section 3, we give some comparison results among them. Subsequently, 
in Section 4, we extend Theorem 2.5 to two positive (or irreducible nonnegative) matrices that 
dominate principal submatrices A[1, 2 . . . . .  k] and A[k ÷ 1, k +2, . . . ,  n], respectively. In Section 5, 
some numerical examples are given. 
Our main results are as follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A, B E M~ (n ~ 2), A be weakly irreducible and B > IAI. Then, 
¢(A) C 7eC(A)U {zEC: ieTI]lz-a"~l<- e,l-[(P(B)-b~'d} := S (A), (2) 
where 7, C(A), and F(A) are the same as those in Definition 1. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let A, B 6 Mn and B >_ IA[. Denote by u = (ub u2, . . . , un) T the Perron vector 
of B. Then, 
where 
bt,, = bt,t + bt~, and its = bt~(~/~) .  
If it is not convenient to obtain Perron vector of B, one can apply the following results. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let the notations and conditions be the same as those in Theorem 2.5. Then, 
every eigenvalue of A lies in the region, 
ie<,~) re( t¢~ 
where 
.~Is,t = { z 6 C:  [z - a~,s[ . Iz - at,tl <_ [z - as,~ I (~ (B)) + b . bt,~ " (p ( B) - b~,,)}, 
~(B) = p(B) - bt,t - (bt,s/b) and b is same as that in Lemma 5. 
2. IMPROVEMENTS OF KY  FAN THEOREM 
LEMMA 2. (See [10].) For any weakly irreducible matrix A 6 Mn with n _> 2, then, 
where 
a (A)  C- U {zCC: [ I I z -a i#[<-y IR i (A)}  ' ~ ( A )  ~e~ ~ 
j=l 
LEMMA 3. (See [12].) For any A =(a l i )  E Mn with n >_ 2, if 
Oi,j (A) := {z e C :  Iz - a~ d • Iz - aj,~l < R~ (A) Rj (A)}, 
denotes the ( i , j )  th Brauer oval of Cassini of A, then, 
a(A) C_O(A)=: 00~, j (A ) .  
LEMMA 4. (See [13].) Given a block matrix, 
(Z  
F= C 
i , j=l 
D eM~.  
I f  A is invertible, then, F is also invertible, if and only if D - CA-1B is invertible. 
l<_i,  j<_n,  i# j ,  
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. We may assume that B > 0 (if some entries of B are zero, we may 
consider B~ - (bid + s), for z > 0; B~ > IA[, and p(Be) - (b~,~ + s) --* p(B) - bi,i when s ~ 0). 
By Lemma 1, there exists a positive vector u = (Ul, u2 . . . .  u,~) T, such that Bu = p(B)u. Let 
W = diag (U l ,  U2 , . . .  , Un) and C = (cij) = W-lAW.  
Then, a(A) = a(C), and c~,~ = a~ 4 _< b~4, for all i E (n). 
Since A is weakly irreducible, then, C is also weakly irreducible. By Lemma 2, for any eigen- 
vaule/k of C, there exists an -y E C(A), such that 
iE7 iE'~ j= l ,  j~ i  Ui 
ic.y j=l, j#i 
= I-[ ~ (o(B)~,-b,,,~,,) 
ie'3' j= l ,  j# i  
= H (P (B) - b~,~). 
iE-y 
[ I  I;~ - a~,4 < 
iE,-f 
Thus, we have 
~CC(A) 
The theorem is proved. 
Similarly, applying Lemma 
z e c :  I-[ Iz- a,,4 _< 1-[ (p(s) - hi,,)} =s(A) 
iE'y iC"t 
3, we have the following theorem. 
= pAP T = 
as,z as,2 . • • as , s -1  as ,1  as,s+l  
a2,s  a2 ,2  • • • a2,s -1  a2,1  a2,s+l 
a l ,s  a l ,2  • • • a l , s -1  a l ,1  a l , s+ l  
an,s an,2 • • • an ,s -1  an,1 an,s+l  
• . as,n 
•. a2,n 
• .  al ,n  
. 
there exists a permutation matrix P, such that 
THEOREM 2.2. For any A, B =E Mn (n >_ 2), B be a nonnegative matr/x and B > [A t. Then, 
every eigenvalue of A lies in the region, 
0 {zeC: l z -a i , i l . l z -a j , j l~(p(B) -b i#) (p (B) -b j , j )} :=]C l (A) .  (4) 
i , j : l  
i#j 
Besides, by Lemma 4 and [13], we also have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. For any A E Mn(n >_ 2). For any eigenvalue A of A, there ex/sts a nonzero vector 
Z = (X l ,Z2 , . . .  , :gs_1 ,Xs+l , . . .  ,Xn)  T ,  SUCh tha$ 
( (A-a~,~) A -  atjXJ =at,~ a~j - - ,  for a l l se (n) ,  tET ,  (5) 
j= l ,  j~s  Xt / j= l ,  j#s  Xt 
where T := {t E <n), t ¢ s :  xt ¢ 0}. 
PROOF• 
CASE 1. For any eigenvaule A of A, if ass, is not an eigenvalue of A, i.e., A - a~,s # 0. Then, 
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It is obvious that a(A) = a(A), and AI - .~ is a singular matrix, where I is the identity matrix. 
By Lemma 4, AI - .4 is a singular matrix, if and only if D - C(A - ass)- lB is singular, where 
D = 
/ A - a2,2 -a2,3 • • -a2,s-1 -a2,1 --a3, 2 )~ -- a3, 3 •. --a3,s-1 --a3,1 
--al,s --al,2 • • --al,s-1 A - a1,1 
k --an,2 --an,3 • • --an,s-1 --an,1 
B = ( -a~,2 ,  -as ,3 ,  • • •, -as ,s - l ,  -as , l ,  -as ,~+l , . . . ,  as ,~)  -r , 
C = ( -a2 ,s ,  -a3 ,~, . . . ,  -as - l ,~ ,  -as , l ,  -as+l ,~,  • • •, a~,~) T • 
--a2,s+l 
--a3,s+l 
--al,s+l 
--an,s+1 
• .  --a2,n "~ 
| 
:: ) 
• . A -ann/  
Since D - C(A - a~,~)-lB is singular, then, there exists a nonzero vector x = (xl, x2 , . . . ,  xs-1, 
xs+l, . . . ,  x~) T, such that 
[o -  • = 0. (6) 
Therefore, there exists an xt # 0, t 6 T. By the t th equation (6), we have 
[(A - as , , )  (~ - at,t)  - a , ,sas, , ]  ~ = ~ [a,,~ (A - as,s)  + at , ,~s, j ]  z~, 
j=2, j:~t 
for all t e T, 
which is equivalent to 
(A-as,s)  A -  at,~xt =at,s as3--,  foral l  tET .  
j=l, j¢s j=l, j~s ' xt 
CASE 2. If as,s is an eigenvalue of A. we discuss different cases of A as follows. 
CASE 2.1. If A = as,s, it is evident hat there exists a nonzero vector x = (xl, x2,. . . ,  xs-1, xs+l, 
. . .  ,x~) T, such that 
ats as j - -  = O. 
xt j=l, jy£s 
Hence, 
CASE 2.2. 
is completed. 
THEOREM 2.4. 
where 
(A - as,s) A - atj = ats asj x--[' 
j=l, j#s j=l, j~s 
If A ~ as,s, then, the proof of Case 1 is also valid for this case in fact. Thus, the proof 
| 
Let A, B 6 Mn, B has nonnegative ntries and B > IAI. Then, 
a(A) C- N (U  O~'t) := ICs '~(A) ' se<~> t (~) (7) 
Os, t :={zeC:  z as,s+a~,~ 
- - -2  (B) -g t t+ Las,s a~,~[+p(B) ~,~)~ - - + 4~s  (p (B)  - bss )  , 
bt,~ = b~,t + bts, and ['~s = b~s(~s/~). 
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PROOF. By the proof of Theorem 2.3, define 
z~ - I~1 ,  i E (n)  , i ¢ s, 
ui  
Let 
T' := max {j  : zj = lxJl ~ , 
jE(n) Uj J 
j#s 
it is evident hat T' C_ T. Set 
O[ 8 
xj 
asj- - ,  
' X t  
j= l , j¢s  
and 
xj ~ xj 
O~ t " - -  -~ " - -  -~ at,t  ~ 
= at ,?  x t  at ,3  x t  
j=l ,  j : f i8 j= l ,  j~s,t 
for al lsC<n>, t6T ' ,  
where u = (ul ,u2, . . .  ,un) T is the Perron vector of the positive matrix B, i.e., Bu = p(B)u. 
Then, the triangle inequality permits us to conclude that 
n n 1 n Ixj[ z~uj <-~ ~ jbs,jluj=~(p(S)-bs,s); (s)  I~sl-< ~ las,jl~ T-< ~ Ib~,jl z~u~ 
j=l, jCs j=1, j#s ~:1, j¢s 
,-~,'xJ' < ~ Ibt,jl zjuj < ut ~ ,bt,j]uj=p(B)-bt,t. (9) I~ - at,tt < tat,Jl r :7  - - 
j= l ,  j#s , t  j= l ,  j~s , t  j= l ,  jCs , t  
By equation (5), we have 
A = 
as,s + at 4- ~/(as,s - at) 2 + 4at,sas 
Using the inequalities (8) and (9), we obtain 
/ I 
Since s is arbitrary, we have 
a (A) _C 
The proof of the theorem is completed. 
REMARK 1. Specially, when bt,~ = 0, for some s,t e (n), we have 
o~,~={z~C: z- ~'~ +~"~[ < p(B) -1 } 2 - ~ (b,,t -[a~,~[) . 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let A, B E Mn, B has nonnegative entries and B >_ IAI. Then, 
a(A) C- ~'~ (U  Ms't) :-- :2(A)'se(,~)\ltc(n)t#s (10) 
where 
~., = (~ ~: I~-a.. I  I'-a,,I _< Jz-o.. I  (~(~/- ~,,) ÷ ~,. (~(~)- ~..)), 
and bt,t and bt,8 are the same as those in Theorem 2.4. 
PROOF. First, for all s E (n), t E T', according to the definition of T', we have T' C T. Let 
equation (5) be written by 
xj +at,8~-~ xj (11) (~ - a . , . )  • (~ - at , t )  = (~ - a . , . )  a , , j - [  ~s, j  x-i" 
j= l  j= l  
j •s , t  jCs  
Using the inequalities (8) and (9), we have 
IX-~.,.I. I~-  a,,,I < I~- a . I  • (p(s) -b,,, -~,,.) +b,,,(p(B) -b,, ,) ,  (12) 
i.e., ~ e M,,t. Since s is arbitrary, we have 
The proof is completed. | 
If it is not convenient to obtain Perron vector of B, we can apply the following theorem. 
LEMMA 5. (See [14].) Let p = (Pl,P2,... ,p~) T be a Perron vector of positive matr/x B = (bl,i) E 
Mn. Then, 
max p__i < max [ j~" j :=b.  
i,je(n) pj l,s,te(n) 
COROLLARY. Let p = (Pl,P2,... ,p,~)T be a Perron vector of positive matr/x B = (b~,j) e Mn. 
Then, 
min ~ P-A~  > rain ~ bs,l ~ = l --, 
~,ie(-) l Jp J  - ~,.,te(.) I bt,l J b 
PROOF. Obviously, p = (Pl, P2,... ,Pn) T is positive vector. Therefore, if
Pt i,je(n) 
then p~ --- maxie(n){pi) and pt = minie(,~)(p~). So 
i,je(,~) ~u3 ) max {Pi/pj) = -b" | i,ic(n) 
Now, by making use of Lemma 5, Corollary, and Theorem 2.5, we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.6. Let A, B E Mn and B is a positive matrix, B >_ [A I. Then, every eigenvalue of A 
Iies in the region, 
ie(~) t ) 
where 
M~,~ = {z e C :  Iz - a~,~l" Iz - a~,d _< I~ - a~,,I (~ (B) )  + b-b~,~- (p (B)  - b~,8)}, 
(B) = p (B) - bt,t - (bt,8/b), and b is the same as that in Lemma 5. 
3. COMPARISONS OF  KY  FAN~S 
THEOREM AND ITS  IMPROVEMENTS 
Our new result here is very much in the spirit of the proof of Theorem 1 of [5]. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any A E M,~(n > 2), which is weakIy irreducible, then, 
$ (A) c_/El (A) c K: (A). (13) 
REMARK 2. Theorem 3.1 establishes that the Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 sets, for a matrix A, 
are always no larger than the Ky Fan theorem set. 
PROOF. 
(1) First~ consider the right-hand inclusion of (13), which holds, for any n x n complex ma- 
trix A, with n ~ 2. 
Fix any i , j  (1 < i, j _< n; i ~ j)  and let z be any point of K:~ ~'j) (A), where 
~:~'J) (A )  := Iz - a~#l . Iz - a j , j l  < (p (B)  - b~, , ) (p (B)  - b j , j ) ,  
then by (4), 
Iz-a~#l" Iz-ajd] < (p(B)  -b i , i ) (p (B)  -b id ) ,  i , j  E (n), i C j .  (14) 
If (p(B) - bi#)(p(B) - bj,j) = 0, then, 
z ~ ai, i or z = aid. 
Since ai,i E IC (i) (A), aj,j E rE(J)(A), and by (1.1), z e K: (i) (d )UK:  (j) (A). 
If (p(B) - bi,i)(p(B) - b,J) > 0, we have, by (14), that 
- -  i , i  - -  b j , j ]  ~ 1. 
As the factors on the left-hand of (15) cannot all exceed unity, then at least one of these 
factors is unity, at most, i.e., z E ]E (~) (A)U/(:(j) (A). 
Hence, in either case, it follows that z E K: (~) (A) U K:(J) (A). So, 
1~'1 (A) c_C_ 0 --- • 
i , j= l  l=1  
(2) Next, we prove that the left-hand inclusion of (13) is valid, for any weakly irreducible 
n x n complex matrix A with n > 2. Consider any circuit 3' in C(A),  without loss of 
generality, assume that 3' has length p > 2, i.e., 3' ---- ( i l , i 2 ,  . . .  , i p ) ,  where ip+l ---- Q. 
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CASE 1. If p = 2, it follows from (2.1) that, 
S. r (A) := {z C C :  [z - aix,i 1 l" [z - ai2,i 21 ~ (P (B )  - bil,iX) (p (B )  - bi2,i2) } , 
which, from (4), is exactly/(:~i'J) (A), where 
tE (P'i2) " -  [z - ai,~ I • Iz - aj,j[ < (p (B)  - bi,i) (p (B)  - bj,j) 
i.e., 
797 
Hence, in either case, it follows that 
S(A)  = [_J 8 7 (A) c ]~1 (A). 
7EC(A) 
By (1) and (2), the proof is completed. | 
REMARK 3. If A is irreducible (for each ordered pair (i, j) of vertices vi and vj, there is a path 
from vl to vj, and hence, weakly irreducible). Then, in this case, as each/(:~/d), i ¢ j, corresponds 
to a circuit (of length 2) in $(A), and it follows from (2) that S(A)  D/(:I(A), but as the reverse 
inclusion holds in (13), then 
S (A) ---- K: 1 (A). 
In other words, the S(A) need not, in general, be a proper subset of/EI(A)~ 
. (,1 ~2) 
$7 (A) =/L 1 (A). (16) 
CASE 2. If p > 2, and A is weakly irreducible, each vertex of F(A) has a circuit passing through 
it, and by the proof of Theorem 2.1, then 
(p (B) - b~,~) > 0, ~ c (n). 
By (2), we define 
Let z be any point of S~(A) .  On squaring the inequality, we have, 
P P 
I I f z -  _< I I  (p(B)-  2 . 
j=l j=l 
As p(B)  - bij,~j axe all positive, we can equivalently express the above inequality as 
(B)  - b,~,,~ ) (p (B)  - b,~,~) ] 
(17) 
j -< 1. 
As the factors on the left of (17) cannot all exceed unity, then, at least one of these factors is 
unity, at most. Hence, there exists an 1 (1 < 1 < p), such that 
Sl~ '~+1 := {z e C:  Iz - ai,,/,I" Iz - a/,+~,i,+, ] _< (p (B)  - b i , , i , ) (p(B)  - bi,.~,/,+,) }, 
(where, if I = p, then il+1 = il). 
However, by (4), we can see that, z e/C~(A) and as a consequence, it follows that, 
P 
S.y (d)  C U S~ 'j+' (m) C_ ]~1 (n). (18) 
j= l  
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THEOREM 3.2. For any A 6 M,~, n > 2, then, 
[/C2 (A)A/C(A)]  c_/Cx (A). 
])ROOF. Let z be any point of K:2(A). By (3), we have 
Iz - as,~[ . Iz - at,t[ < [z - a~,~ I • (p (B)  - bt,t) + bt,~ (P (B)  - b~,s) .
Further, by Ky Fan theorem, we have 
I z -  a,,, I .  I z -  ~t,,I < I z -  ~,,~1" (p (B) -  G)  +~t,,  (p (B) -  b,,,) 
_< (p (B) -  b,,,) [p (B) - G + G]  
= (p (B) - b,,,) (p (B) - b,,d. 
Thus, z ~ K:~ ~'t) (A). The proof is completed. 
4. EXTENSIONS ON THEOREM 2.5 
THEOREM 4.1. Let  A 6 Mn,  B = (bid) ( i , j  = 1,2, . . . ,k ) ,  and C = (ei,j) ( i , j  = k+l , . . . ,n ) ,  be 
posit ive (or irreducible nonuegative) matrices with scaled Perron vectors u = (u l , . . . ,  uk) T and 
v = (vk+l , . . .  ,v,~) T, respectively. Suppose B ~ IA[1,...,k]l and C > IA[k + 1,. . .  ,nil (where 
A[1, . . . ,  k] and A[k+l , . . . ,  n] are principal submatr ices of A).  Define r} 2) = (lai.k+ll, . . . ,  lai,,~l) T 
and r~. 1) = (laj, ll . . . .  , la~,k[ )T. Then, every eigenvalue of  A must Iie in one of the foUowing regions, 
(44) 
k 
U {z e c :  Iz - ~,, , I  Iz - ~,,~1 -< z,,~ (B),  p e (k), p ¢ i}; 
i=1 
(4b) O {z ~ C : I z -a j ,~ l  , l z -aa ,q l  ~_ Zj ,q(C),  q E {k -F1 , . . . ,n}  , q ¢ j}  ; 
j=kq-1 
(4c) 
I,J {z • c \  ((4.a) u (4.5)): 
i=l,2,...,k 
j=k+l,...,n 
(Iz - ~ , ,d  Iz - ~, , I  - h,, (B)) (Iz - ~j,~l" Iz - ~q,,I - ~J,~ (C)), 
[[Z--ai, i[.r(2)Tv+ Ibp,il.r~2)T?3] • [[z--aj, j l .rq(1)ru+ Ibq,jl.rJi)-cu]}, 
where l , ,p(B) = IA - as,, l[p(B) - bp,p] + bp,~(p(B) - b,,,) and I,,q(C) = IA - at,f l ip(C) - bq,q] + 
~,q,,(p(c) - b,,t). 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.3, for any eigenvalue A of A, there exists a nonzero vector x = (xl, x2, . . . ,  
xs-1 ,  x~+l, .  . . , xn)  r ,  such that 
- = - a t,j__x- ' 
j=l, j~s,t j=l, j~s 
Define (when i = s or j = s, set xs = 0) 
Ixd 
z~ = (i = l ,2 , . . . , k )  and zj = ':J' ( j  = k + l , . . . ,n ) .  
ui vj 
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Suppose 
and 
f ~ Zp = max ~zi~ l<~<_k K J 
Zq= max {z4t .  
k+l<5<_n" 0" 
Obviously,  (Zv, Zq) • (0, 0). 
CASE 1. If z~, > zq, for any s E {k), then by (19), we have 
x5 ()~ - ae,e) • ()~ -- %,p) = ()~ -- ae,e) %, j~  + ap,, ---. 
5=1, 5#e,p j=l, j#e as,3 xp 
The triangle inequality permits us to conclude that, 
n 
E 
j= l ,  j#s,p 
j= l ,  5#e 
ujzj la ' IxsI  < bp,JupZ p
P,J IXp[ j=l, j#s,p 
uj n vSz5 
< bP'5-~+ E bp,j 
VpZp j= , 5~e,p P j=k+l  
__ < (p(B) -  bp,p - bp,s . U~pp)+ r(2)TV , 
Up 
Izj] <_ ~ b,,susz 5 
la"511"~Pl j= l ,  jCe UpZp 
k u5 6 vszJ 
< E b~,5"u-~p+ ~ b~,5 
j= l ,  j~s 5=k+ 1 UpZp 
_(2) -r 
= u--L (p (B) - be,e) + ve____~v 
Up Up 
Then, 
txjl ~ Ixjt 
j= l ,  j~s,p j= l ,  j~s 
+1%,~1" -~p(P(B) -be ,s )+-uv  J 
r(2) T g2) ~- 
= le,,, (B )  + I)~ - ae,el • ~ + Ibp,el • v 
Up "Lip 
Similarly, if zp < zq, let t E {k + 1, k + 2, . . . ,  n}. Then, 
IA-at,tl " IA-aq,ql <~ IA - at,tl laq,~[ -~a ~ + laq,tl [at,j1 iZql 
j= l  "= 
j#t,q j#t 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
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uj z__ij vj zj <- I~ - ~,,I ~ I~,~l ~ + I~ , J l -  
=I  3.=1 VqZq 
j~t,q 
j=l  YqZq YqZq j=l  
je t  
< [.X -- at,tl ibq,jl ~ -}- [bq,jl vj 
j=l 
jT£t,q 
+ Ibq,t[" ]bt,jl u j  + ~ ibt,~l vj 
Vq j=l 
jet 
. . . .  + p ( C )  - bq,q - 
I ~)~ "~ ] - + (p (c )  - b~,~) Èt + Ib~,~l" L v~ 
(23) (cont.) 
r~l) T . r~l) T 
= l~,q (c )  + I~ - ~,,,I ~ + Ib~,,l ~ 
Vq Vq 
CASE 1.1. I)~ -- as,el" I A -- ap,pl <_ ls,p(B) or IA - at,tl " IA - aq,ql ~ l~,q(C). In this case, A lies 
i~ (4a) or (45).  
CASE 1.2. I)~ -- a~,~]. [A -- a,,pl > ls,p(B) and ]A - a~,tl' [A - aq,q] > It,q(C). Multiplying (22) 
and (23), we obtain 
< 
(Iz - a~,~l, tz - a~,pt - t~,p (B) )  (]z - at, , I .  Iz - aq,~l - Z,,q (C) )  
UpVq 
Since Up > 1, Vq >_ 1, the above inequality implies that A lies in (4c). The proof is completed. | 
P~EMAI~K 4. Theorem 4.1 is true, even if the dominate nonnegative matrices B and C are re- 
ducible, provided that we have positive (scaled) eigenvectors u and v corresponding to p(B) and 
p( C), respectively. 
REMARK 5. By Theorem 4.1, we may see that our improvements still hold the same characters 
as Ky Fan theorem, [8,9]. 
5. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let 
1 6 " 
The eigenvalues of A, by direct calculations with MATLAB 6.5, are 
A1 (A) = 1 4- x /~ ~ 4.8730, A2 (A) = 1 - x /~ ~. -2.8730. 
Let B - (lAD, then, p(B) - 5 4- x /~ ~ 8.3166 and Perron vector, corresponding to p(B), is 
= (g i~ - 1 ,1)  T. 
An Improvement ofKy Fan Theorem 
First, by Ky Fan theorem, we obtain 
Second, by the Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2, or Theorem 2.5, we have 
a (A) C:_ {z e C :  Iz + 41" I= - 6i _< lo.0ooo}. 
Third, by the Theorem 2.4, we get 
Iz - 11 < ~ ~ 5.9161.  
These sets are shown in Figure 1 (where '*' denotes the eigenvalues of matrix A). 
We obtain an estimate tighter than all of the above results. 
If it is not convenient to obtain Perron vector of B then, applying Theorem 2.6, we have 
iz-ol_< [z+ l 
This set is shown in Figure 2. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. (See [8,15].) Let 
A= (2 '0 21) 3 -2 i  
2i 1 " 
-2 i  0 1 
Consider a lower bound of the spectrum of Hermitian matrix A. 
The eigenvalues of A are 0, 4, and 2 -4- v~ ([15,Example 6.6]). 
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Figure 1. Comparisons of Gerschgorin theorem (.... "), Ky Fan theorem ("-"), 
Theorem 2.4 ( " - - ' ) ,  and Theorem 2.5 ("..-"). 
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Figure 2. Comparisons ofTheorem 2.6 ( . . . .  ") and Ky Fan theorem ("-"). 
Applying Ky Fan theorem, we obtain the lower bound hn~ia >_ -v~ -- -1.4142; Gerschgorin's 
disk theorem is simple but just provides )'min >-- --2. 
Now, apply Theorem 4.1. Let k = 2 and B = A[1, 2], C = A[3, 4]. Thus, p(B) = 4, p(C) = 2, 
u = v = (1,1) T, respectively. It  can be verified with (4.a)-(4.c) that  Amin _> -1.2360. We obtain 
an estimate better than all of the above results. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. (See [8].) Let 
A = -3  . 
0 
Obviously, A is reducible, and all eigenvalues of A are ,~I(A) = 5, %3(A) = -3 ,  )~2(A) = -6 .  Let 
B = dAD, then, p(B) = 6.8151. 
First, by Ky Fan theorem, we obtain 
I z - 11 < 5.8151; I z + 31 < 3.8151; I z - 2l _< 4.815]. 
In order to apply Theorem 4.1, we construct a matr ix as follows, 
,~= -3  0 
0 -2  " 
0 -3  
Now, apply Theorem 4.1 to _A. Let k = 2 and B -- Al l ,  2], C -- .~[3, 4], respectively. Thus, 
p(B) = 3 with eigenvector u = (4,1) T and p(C) = 2 with eigenveetor v -- (1, 1) T. It  can be 
verified with (4.a)-(4.c) that every eigenvalue of A lies in the unions of regions, 
~,/,,) ~_ ,, (~) ~_ ~Lz + ~z. Iz-  ,I ___ ~U {J~ * ~l. Iz -  ,~ _< ~,,} U ~, , -~ , -~.  
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Figure 3. Comparisons ofTheorem 4.1 ( " - - " )  and Ky Fan theorem ("-").  
These sets are shown in F igure 3. 
I t  is very interesting that  the eigenvalues of A, £1(A) = 5, £2(A) . . . .  6, are just  right on the 
boundary  of the Theorem 4.1. 
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